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In This IssueContext-Dependent Chromothripsis
PAGE 59
Rausch and colleagues report the whole-genome sequence of a type of
aggressive pediatric medulloblastoma. Combining this information with
analysis of DNA rearrangement data from multiple cancers, they connect
the occurrence of p53 mutation with the likelihood of chromothripsis in
specific types of cancer. Together, these data support a context-specific
role for p53 in catastrophic DNA rearrangements, with implications for clin-
ical management of the more aggressive forms of medulloblastoma and
leukemia.Unraveling Sex Differences in Liver Cancer
PAGE 72
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) occurs at a significantly higher frequency in
males versus females, an effect that is dependent on sex hormones. Li et al.now show that an estrogen receptor/Foxa program protects female mice fromHCC, and an androgen receptor/Foxa program
predisposes male mice to liver cancer. Strikingly, Foxa1/2 deficiency promotes HCC in female mice, and SNPs at FOXA2-
binding sites reduce binding of both FOXA2 and ERa to their targets in human liver, correlating with HCC development in
women.Forkhead Times Replication
PAGE 99
Knott et al. identify Forkhead (Fox) transcription factors as determinants of the replication timing of most origins in the
yeast genome. This activity of the yeast Fox proteins is independent of their function as transcriptional regulators and
involves the clustering of replication origins in G1 phase and the regulation of their association with the initiation factor
Cdc45.Immortal Strand Lives On in Stem Cells
PAGE 112
The ‘‘immortal strand’’ hypothesis suggests that dividing stem cells retain old template DNA strands to avoid accumu-
lating mutations. However, it has been difficult to determine when and to what extent this biased DNA segregation
might occur. Rocheteau et al. now show with single chromatid resolution
that, during muscle regeneration, a subpopulation of adult muscle stem cells
expressing high levels of Pax7 segregates all ‘‘old’’ template DNA strands to
the renewing stem cell.Clustering Enhances Promoter Function
PAGE 84
Using ChIA-PET, Li et al. probe the three-dimensional organization of tran-
scribed genomic regions in human cells. They find extensive long-range inter-
actions among promoters and show that many interacting promoters possess
enhancer-like properties. Importantly, the approach allows the authors to
connect disease-associated noncoding elements to target genes. The higher-
order interactive architecture revealed by this work suggests a topological
and combinatorial mechanism for transcription regulation.Cell 148, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1
A Network for Nefarious Communities
PAGE 126
Biofilms are organized communities of microorganisms with properties, distinct
from those of isolated cells, including enhanced pathogenicity. Using a combi-
nation of genetics, whole-genome analyses, and in vivo animal modeling,
Nobile et al. identify and analyze the master circuit controlling biofilm develop-
ment in the pathogen Candida albicans. The network—six transcriptional
regulators and 1,000 target genes—has evolved rapidly, and the findings
provide insights into how complex cell behaviors arise from the evolution of
transcription circuits.While Spores Are Sleeping
PAGE 139
Segevet al. find thatmaturebacterial spores,whichwere thought tobedormant,
can adjust their RNA content in response to environmental conditions. High
temperatures at the timeof sporulation causeRNaseY-dependent degradation,whereas low temperatures promote transcription. The changes in RNA content influence the amount of time required for the
spores to exit dormancy and germinate, giving the cells a ‘‘memory’’ of the conditions under which sporulation occurred.Correcting CFTR Folding with Two Steps
PAGE 150 and PAGE 164
Molecules used currently to improve folding of CFTR mutants have limited success in treating cystic fibrosis. To understand
these limitations, two reports look at the requirements for efficient CFTR folding. Rabeh et al. use folding studies in combi-
nation with protein engineering, whereas Mendoza et al. use sequence analysis, and they reveal two distinct steps that
are defective in the mutant folding pathway. Simultaneous correction of both folding defects restores biogenesis, cell surface
expression, and channel function of mutant CFTR. These papers provide a framework for the development of more effica-
cious cystic fibrosis therapeutics.Tension Builds Polarity
PAGE 175
Houk et al. investigate how migrating cells can confine actin assembly to a single leading edge. They find that protrusion at
the leading edge of neutrophils increases membrane tension, which is necessary and sufficient to prevent the formation of
secondary fronts. The results contradict a widely held view that the leading edge communicates with the rest of the cell
through diffusible inhibitors or sequestration of limiting polarity components.Keeping the Beat with Basal Feet
PAGE 189To efficiently clear mucus from epithelial surfaces such as the trachea, cilia
must beat in synchrony with one another. Kunimoto et al. reveal that a polarized
structure protruding from the side of each ciliary basal body, the basal foot, is
required to align cilia with the planar polarity network. Mice expressing a trun-
cated form of cenexin/Odf2 specifically lack basal feet and display a coughing
and sneezing phenotype that is associated with uncoordinated ciliary beating.p53 Predicts Statin Sensitivity in Cancer
PAGE 244
Cholesterol-lowering statins have been associated with lower rates of cancer,
but the value of these well-tolerated drugs as chemotherapeutics remains
controversial. Freed-Pastor et al. now report that mutant p53 disrupts breast
tissue architecture by driving transcription of sterol biosynthesis genes. Inhibi-
tion of this pathway by statins reverts 3D cultures of p53-mutant breast cancer
to a lessmalignant phenotype, highlighting p53 status as a predictivemarker for
responsiveness to statin therapy in cancer.Cell 148, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 3
Chimeric Monkeys from Totipotent Early
Embryos
PAGE 285
Tachibana et al. report the generation and birth of chimeric rhesus monkeys
formed from aggregation of early embryos. In contrast to the process used to
generate chimeric mice, ESCs and isolated inner cell masses do not support
chimera formation, raising the question of whether chimera formation can be
diagnostic for pluripotency in primates as it is for smaller mammals.Malaria’s Lipid Ticket to the Host
PAGE 201
When malaria infects a red blood cell, it exports hundreds of proteins,
including major virulence determinants, into the host cytoplasm. These
proteins require a host targeting signal, whose cleavage was thought to bethe export mechanism. Bhattacharjee et al. now show that, instead of cleavage, export requires binding of the export signal
to the lipid PI(3)P, which is unexpectedly enriched in the parasite’s endoplasmic reticulum.Programmed Necrosis: Whodunit
PAGE 213 and PAGE 228
The receptor-interacting kinases RIP1 and RIP3 are critical for programmed necrosis. However, the downstream components
of this pathway are largely unknown. Sun et al. now develop a small molecule that specifically blocks programmed necrosis.
Using this inhibitor, Sun et al. and Wang et al. identify key substrates of RIP3, MLKL, and PGAM5. Phosphorylation of
these proteins leads to the activation of the mitochondrial fission factor Drp1 and mitochondrial fragmentation. The findings
link RIP kinase activity to the early events in necrosis execution.Glycine Metabolism Feeds Tumors
PAGE 259
Tumorigenesis is associated with metabolic reprogramming as cells shift from oxidative phosphorylation to glycolysis. Zhang
et al. find that the enzyme glycine decarboxylase (GLDC) alters glycolysis and glycinemetabolism to enable the proliferation of
tumor-initiating cells in non-small cell lung cancer. Aberrant expression of GLDC occurs in many cancers and correlates with
higher mortality in lung cancer patients. The work indicates a glycine-based metabolic profile for tumor-initiating cells and
suggests new targets for therapy.A Team Effort Softens Sonic’s Rough Edges
PAGE 273
The vertebrate neural tube is patterned by a Sonic Hedgehog signaling network
consisting of three transcription factors. Balaskas et al. show that the design of
this network confers memory to the morphogen signal and robustness to fluc-
tuations in signal intensity, revealing that the interpretation of the gradient is an
emergent property of network architecture.Nothing Compensates for U2
PAGE 296
There are multiple copies of the U2 snRNA gene in the genome, and these are
thought to be ubiquitously expressed. Surprisingly, Jia et al. show that indi-
vidual mouse U2 genes display temporal and spatial regulation. A mutation in
one U2 gene, expressed predominantly in the cerebellum, disrupts specific
alternative splicing events and causes neurodegeneration, highlighting the
exquisite sensitivity of alternative splicing to the levels of specific U2 snRNAs.Cell 148, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 5
The ER is a Dendritic Shapeshifter
PAGE 309
Individual segments of neuronal dendrites display distinct functional character-
istics that depend, in part, on the localized distribution of membrane proteins
such as receptors and ion channels. Cui-Wang et al. show that this organization
relies on the confinement of nascent membrane proteins at zones of increased
morphological complexity with the dendritic endoplasmic reticulum (ER) near
spines and dendritic branch points. Changes to ER complexity affect surface
protein expression, branching location, and synaptic strength.DNA Leaps and Bounds in Evolution
PAGE 335
The DNA-binding protein CTCF anchors chromatin loops and participates in
insulating transcriptional domains. Schmidt et al. provide insight into howCTCF binding locations evolve and drive genome organization, uncovering species-specific retroelements that transpose
a binding motif for CTCF into hundreds to thousands of new locations. By comparing CTCF binding locations among six
distinct mammalian lineages, the authors suggest that this mechanism occurred throughout evolution, showing that deeply
conserved CTCF binding locations are surrounded by fossilized repeat elements.Precocious Metastasis in Pancreatic Cancer
PAGE 349
Metastatic events are often associated with tumor progression, but how and when do cancers spread? Rhim et al. used
in vivo lineage tracing to show that invasion, bloodstream entry, and seeding of distant tissues occur early in pancreatic
cancer progression, prior to the formation of a recognizable tumor. These findings explain why many cancer patients develop
metastatic disease despite complete removal of small tumors and provide insight into the early events that facilitate
metastasis.Modeling Tumor Dynamics to Improve Treatment
PAGE 362
Understanding howbest to treatmetastatic disease is a challenge for clinicians. Haeno et al. use an interdisciplinary approach
to model the dynamics of tumor growth and dissemination, using data collected from biopsies and autopsies of a cohort of
pancreatic cancer patients. Treatment modalities were also analyzed with the
model, allowing the authors to predict that therapeutic strategies targeting
the early exponential stages of cancer growth should bemore effective than up-
front tumor resection followed by later treatment to dampen tumor growth
rates.Insulating against Stress and Aging
PAGE 322
Increased longevity is associated with increased resistance to environmental
stressors in many organisms. Chiang et al. identify a direct link between the
insulin/IGF-1-like signaling (IIS) pathway, which regulates longevity in
C. elegans, and heat-shock responses. They find that the IIS pathway relieves
the interaction of the heat-shock transcription factor HSF-1 with two inhibitory
proteins, DDL-1 and DDL-2, linking longevity and stress regulation.Cell 148, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 7
